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SPECIFIC PROBLEMS IN KOZLODUY MUNICIPALITY, CONCERNING
NPP OPERATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

Mrs. PIRONKOVA
Leader of the UDF Councillor Group. Municipality of Kozloduy, Bulgaria

Dear ladies and gentlemen,

On behalf of Kozloduy municipality and me personally, I would like to express our
satisfaction of the provided opportunity to take part in this respectable conference.

Unfortunately, due to the still existing inequality of Bulgaria in terms of visits to EU
countries, we could not succeed to assure in time some personal presence to this
significant forum, but even by a correspondence participation, we would like to confirm
our interest and willingness for further contacts and mutual cooperation.

As may be you know, the only nuclear power plant in Bulgaria, which has already been
operating for 25 years, is located at the town of Kozloduy. As a result of various
reasons, the public interest during these years had always been focused on the
technological aspects of the plant, while the specific issues of the municipality and the
population remained unknown, or not understood by the society. These circumstances
had put our town in the strange position of being one of the most discussed and at the
same time least known towns in the county. That is why it is so important for us to find
a partner of common objectives and interests, as Well as a place, where we could find
understanding and assistance in resolving our problems. We see GMF as such a partner
and we sincerely hope that we have set a beginning of a beneficial cooperation.

The significance of nuclear power utilization is of global character as combining high
technologies with responsibility levels. Therefore nuclear plants are operated in
compliance with international standards, which are almost not impacted by any national
differences. It would be quite overestimated to consider, that the same is true for the
local style of life and administration, but in spite of this, issues, which unite us are more
than those, according to which we differ from each other. It would be very nice, if the
specialized topics of this conference could be integrated into the ideas for a United
Europe and the meeting turns out into a part of the EU enlargement process.

Mrs. Pironkova is representative of Kozloduy Municipality, Bulgaria. She is a
councillor and leader of councillor group of Union of Democratic Forces in the
Municipality Council. Besides her political activity, she is an economist and in this
moment works as a chief expert in the Municipality Civil Protection Department.
She has been engaged in problems of Kozloduy Municipality and the relationships with
Kozloduy NPP since 1987.
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K01L0DUY MUN1CIPAUTY JIT A GUINCE

TheRadetzky
Steamship National
Museum ancBotev
Alley, associated wii
Hristo Botev
revolutionary
detachment from
1876 are the
historical landmark i
the region.

Group oi Euroqean Municipalities BnreseCs.2-3 Fen 2000 LOCAL KMOCRnCVAHD NUCLEAR POWER PUNTS
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NPPK0ZL6SU¥JITASUINeE
Kozloduy NPP operates 6 units of total capacity 3760
MW. All of them have light water reactors - Russian
version of western PWR design. This type of reactors
are the most widespread and most reliable ones in
the world.
The plant satisfies more than 40% of the electricity
needs of Bulgaria
Safety is of the highest priority in Kozloduy NPP.

Erounof European Municipalities Brussels,2-3Fefi2000 LOiaLDHBCflncvftNONSCLBUlFOWBlFLlUiTS
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: i S E m i D AND RECURRIN6 PROBLEMS

* Problems ol demographic character tcoiit.)

-Some discrepancy between NPP personnel and
local inhabitants'value systems

• Administration problems
- Differences in the priorities of both management

confined sphere of mutual interests.

Brouool European MunlclnalMcs Bmsseis,2-3Mi2000 lO^DMOCRncVANDNOCLEMPOWEB PUNTS

SEmED AND REOURRING PROBLEMS

• Administration problems IconU
- NPP management and municipality administration

are independent there are no enough horizontal
connections.

- Economically unequal position

erewiof European Muidclnalttles Brassels,2-3Fe62uOO 10CMDEM0CRBCV nun NUC1UB POWER PUNTS
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FUTURE PROBLEMS
These problems win Hi coinecief with forthcoming

reactors siiuidon and l isinimissii i i ig

• Economical problems
- Possible bankruptcies or shocks for local firms

servicing NPP
- Expected decreasing of budget income and

standard of living
- Expected restriction of social programs and

activities

Croupoi European HuntIpallites Bnissels,2-3Fen2000 [OUtHMM!IUIOyANDIigciHlirowERPUNTS
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'highly-qualified and experienced, but narn
specialized work force releasing

* planing m^ realization of alternative
occupational programs is necessary
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IP/99/916

Brussels, 30 November 1999

EU Commission welcomes decision of Bulgaria on
early closure of units 1-4 of Kozloduy nuclear plant

Mr Giinter Verheugen, European Commissioner in charge of Enlargement,
back from his meeting with Bulgarian Prime Minister Mr. Ivan Kostov
yesterday in Sofia, welcomed the decision of the Bulgarian government to
close down units 1-4 of the Kozloduy nuclear plant at early dates. Units 1
and 2 will be definitely closed down in 2002 at the latest. As for units 3 and
4, Bulgaria will take a decision in agreement with the Commission in 2002 on
definitive closure dates, which in any event will be before the presently
envisaged dates of 2008 and 2010 respectively. The Commission's
understanding is that the definitive closure of these units will happen in 2006
at the latest. After similar decisions taken by Slovakia and Lithuania, there
are now firm commitments to close down at early dates all 8 units located in
the candidate countries that are considered as non-upgradable. This very
positive achievement for nuclear safety was a fundamental condition for the
launching of accession negotiations with the countries concerned.

European Commissioner for Enlargement Gunter Verheugen said : "I welcome
these decisions by the Bulgarian Government, which represent an important step
forward to ensure a safe nuclear sector. These decisions wilt meet the conditions
on nuclear safety stipulated by the Commission in its recent composite paper and
1 am sure that they will help open the door for the opening of negotiations with
Bulgaria in Helsinki. The financial package offered by the Commission will help
Bulgaria to establish a safe and competitive energy sector and will help to solve
the social problems due to the early closure of units 1-4".

Bulgarian Prime Minister Ivan Kostov declared that Bulgaria fully endorses the
conclusion of the Cologne Eruopean Council on the importance of high standards
of nuclear safety in the context of the European Union's enlargement. Bulgaria is
thus fully committed to definitely close units 1-4 of the Kozloduy Nuclear Power
Plant at the earliest possible dates.

In this context. Mr Kostov announced his Government's decision that units 1 and
2 of the Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant will be definitely closed down before the
year 2003.
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Mr Rostov also declared that, on the occasion of the upgrading of the energy
strategy which will be completed in 2002, Bulgaria will decide, in agreement with
the Commission and taking account of the NSA Agreement and other relevant
factors, on the definitive closure dates for units 3 and 4 which wslf be before the
presently envisaged closure dates of 2008 and 2010, respectively. Mr Yerheugen
declared that the Commission understands that the definitive closure of these
units will take place in 2008 at the latest.

Taking into account the financial implications of early closures, as well as the
need of a competitive energy sector, Mr. Verheugen declared that the
Commission will offer a multi-annual assistance package for Bulgaria's energy
sector including :

a) Grant assistance from the Phase programme of 200 million over the period
2000-2008. The provision of the second half or this grant will be confirmed by
the Commission in i.he year 2002, depending on the confirmation of the
understanding on definitive closure dates for units 3 and 4. This grant
assistance couid include:

- Construction of a radio-active waste disposal unit

- Other nuclear safety)related projects (including for decommissioning)

- Addressing social impact of closures

- Energy efficiency improvement measures

- Modernisation of electricity sub-sector

- Interconnection of energy network projects

- Environmental projects related to conventional energy sector, to the extent
that they are not eligible for financing by ISPA

b) A loan (Euratom) of up to 250 million for the modernisation and safety
upgrading of Units 5 and 6 of Kozloduy NPP to be signed in the year 2000.

The Commission wili also take the initiative in 2000 to mobilise International
Financial Institutions and other international donors for additional funds.



Annex : Joint press release Bulgaria-EU Commission issued 29
November in Sofia
In view of the forthcoming European Council in Helsinki, Mr. Giinter Verheugen,
member of the European Commission responsible for Enlargement, visited
Bulgaria on 29 November 1999 and had a meeting with Mr. Ivan Kostov, Prime
Minister of the Republic of Bulgaria. The meeting focused on Bulgaria's pre-
accession course in the light of the Commission's recent Regular Report and
proposal for the opening of accession negotiations with Bulgaria in the year 2000.

An exchange of views took place on developments in Southeastern Europe and
on Bulgaria's regional role, in the aftermath of the Kosovo crisis. Commissioner
Verheugen commended Bulgaria's contribution to the efforts of the international
community in the recent crisis and its commitment to regional stability and co-
operation through relations with neighbouring countries as well as through its
active role in the Stability Pact and in other regional initiatives. This policy can only
be of benefit to Bulgaria, its neighbours, and Europe as a whole. The
Commissioner expressed the view that Bulgaria can bring its achievements in
areas such as foreign policy, respect of human and minority rights, democratic
stability and economic stabilisation as a model for other countries in the region.

- I I -

In a discussion on general progress in Bulgaria's preparation for membership of
the European Union, Mr.Verheugen recognised and welcomed Bulgaria's efforts,
as confirmed by the assessment in the European Commission's Second Progress
Report of October 1999.

Regarding the political criteria for membership, the Commission welcomed the
abolition of the death penalty, the adoption of the framework programme for the
integration of Roma into Bulgarian society and the ratification of the Framework
Convention of the Council of Europe on the protection of national minorities.

Both sides noted with satisfaction Bulgaria's economic achievements, in oarticular
the continued macro-economic stabilisation and significant progress in economic
reform. Recognising that economic stabilisation had been achieved, both sides
agreed that further steps are needed, especially in the area of economic reform.

Positive progress has also been made in preparing to take on the EU acquis, for
example in the areas of the internal market and justice and home affairs. In these
areas as in the majority of sectors, Bulgaria had maintained a good pace of
approximation of laws since the Commission's first regular report in 1998. It was
agreed that this needed to be maintained. The Commission emphasised the need
to continue administrative and judicial reform where further efforts were necessary
if Bulgaria is to be able to apply the acquis.

Concerning the issue of the closure and decommissioning of Units 1 to 4 of the
Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant, the two sides reviewed progress made in the
discussions within the framework of the Joint Working Group as well as at recent
high-level contacts.
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Mr.Kostov declared that Bulgaria fully endorses the conclusions of the Cologne
European Council on the importance of high standards of nuclear safety in the
context of the European Union's enlargement. Mr. Kostov also referred to the
National Strategy for the development of the energy sector and for energy
efficiency until 2010 approved by the National Assembly in March 1999 as weiS as
to the decision of the National Assembly dated 4 November 1999. The Bulgarian
Government is thus committed to definitively close units 1-4 of the Kozfoduy
Nuclear Power Plant at the earliest possible dates.

In this context, and on the basis of the commitment of the European Commission
for financial support as stated below., Mr. Kostov announced his Government's
commitmenl that Units 1 and 2. of the Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant will be
definitively closed down before the year 2003.

Mr. Kostov also declared that, on the occasion of the updating of the energy
strategy which will be completed in 2002, Bulgaria will decide, in agreement with
the Commission and taking account of the NSA Agreement and other relevant
factors, on the definitive closure dates for Units 3 and 4, which will be before the
presently envisaged closure dates of 2008 and 2010, respectively. Mr.Verheugen
declared that the Commission's understanding is that the definitive closure of
these units will take place in 2008 at the latest.

Mr. Kostov declared that his Government will take all the appropriate measures so
that these decisions, as well as the Commission's assistance commitments will be
reflected in the country's energy policy and planning.

Mr. Verheugen welcomed these decisions by the Bulgarian Government, which he
saw as a further sign of Bulgaria's European integration efforts and as meeting
the relevant condition for the opening of accession negotiations with Bulgaria
stipulated in the 1999 Commission's Composite Paper. Mr.Verheugen also
considered that the closure dates which he detailed above correspond to a
realistic closure timetable, consistent with the MSA Agreement, as requested by
the EU.

Taking into account the financial implications of early closures, as well as the
need of a competitive energy sector, Mr.Verheugen declared that ihe Commission
wiil offer a multi-annual assistance package for Bulgaria's energy sector including:

Gran* assistance from the Phare programme of H 200 million over the period
2000-2008. The provision of the second half of this grant will be confirmed by the
Commission in the year 2002, depending on the confirmation of the
understanding on definitive closure dates for units 3 and 4. This grant assistance
could include:

Construction of a radio-active waste disposal unit

Other nuclear safety-related projects (including for decommissioning)

Addressing social impact of closures

Energy efficiency improvement measures

Modernisation of electricity sub-sector

interconnection of energy network projects

Environmental projects related to conventional energy sector, to the extent
that they are not eligible for financing by iSPA
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- A loan (Euratom) of up to • 250 million for the modernisation and safety
upgrading of Units 5 and 6 of Kozloduy NPP to be signed in the year 2000.

- The Commission will also take the initiative in 2000 to mobilise International
Financial Institutions and other international donors for additional funds.

The above financial package leaves open the possibility of continued financial
support to Bulgaria's energy sector after the year 2006, in accordance with the
then prevailing financial rules.

- I V -

The two sides also focused on the recommendation in the Commission Report
that the opening of negotiations with Bulgaria should be conditional upon a
confirmation of the significant progress accomplished in the economic reform
process.

Mr. Kostov declared that the macro-economic and financial stabilisation achieved,
the progress made in terms of structural reform as well as the steps undertaken in
the social sphere are a sound basis for achieving further substantial progress in
carrying out reforms. He also stated that his Government is strongly determined to
continue its efforts to fulfil all European Commissions requirements in order to
meet the Copenhagen economic criteria. Alongside the measures that were
undertaken and the results that were achieved, specific programmes were
developed for the Governments future activities.

Mr. Verheugen declared that the Commission had taken note of the information
supplied by the Bulgarian authorities on measures which have been taken or are
foreseen in the coming months to pursue the reform process. The Commission
will report on developments to the Helsinki European Council. Mr. Verheugen
informed Mr.Kostov that the Commission will continue to monitor the economic
developments in the candidate countries and will present a first updated
assessment to the EU Council of Ministers before the end of March 2000.

- V -

The two sides agreed that the Commissioner's successful visit marks a further
positive step in the preparation of Bulgarian accession anci the opening of
accession negotiations.

Sofia, 29 November 1999
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